STEWARDSHIP, STABILIZATION, & SUSTAINABILITY
P R E PA RED FOR T HE CON G R EGATIONS OF T HE E P I SCOPA L DI OCES E OF N E W J E RSEY

August 18, 2020

Opening Prayer
1. Review Stages of a Stewardship Campaign

Agenda

2. Defining Your Goals
3. Planning for the Campaign

4. Breakout Discussions
Closing Prayer
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Stages of a Stewardship Campaign

1

DEFINING
THE GOALS

2

PLANNING

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

3

Defining the Goals
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

• What attracts you to the church?
• What drawbacks does it have?

2

3

4

PLANNING

• How is the church viewed locally?

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

• Where are we now? / How are we
doing? / How has COVID-19
impacted our church?
• How has our time apart from each
other changed our view of mission
and ministry?

Why are we conducting
this campaign?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial security?
Spiritual growth?
Membership growth?
Local mission?
Program for youth?
Lost sheep?
Other reasons?
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Case for Support Checklist
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

CONTEXT
2

PLANNING

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

?

• Short history
• Link to present needs
• Link to future vision

CONFIDENCE

• Leadership
• Financial stewardship

ASK = INVITE

• Community
• Ministry
• Vision
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Planning
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

2

PLANNING

MONTH

1

2

3

• Form a Stewardship Committee and begin meeting regularly

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

• Set goals and the timeframe for the campaign
• Recruit volunteers to help execute the campaign
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Team
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

RESEARCH

• Who will be your team?

2

3

4

PLANNING

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

• How will the team prioritize time for
Stewardship?

DEFINING GOALS

• How can you get more members to say Yes?

DRAFTING CASE

This year, more than ever, involving the
congregation will be critical.

EVENT HOSTS

Find ways to get more members involved in
planning and/or implementation.

TESTIMONIALS

Great Volunteers = Great Stewards
OUTREACH
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Role of the Stewardship Committee
(Reimagined Consecration Sunday)
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

2

PLANNING

1. Secure the enthusiastic endorsement of the campaign plan from the Rector/Priest-inCharge and help secure the Rector’s commitment to preach two stewardship homilies
during the campaign.

2. Secure the services of a competent and experienced GUEST LEADER
3. Plan and execute all campaign-related communications

3

4

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

4. Make sure that EVERY Estimate of Giving card is acknowledged and thanked in a timely
fashion
5. Make sure that all who pledged in 2020 but did not respond to the 2021 campaign are
personally contacted and encouraged to participate

6. Arrange for an online ZOOM Town Hall meeting to take place two weeks after
Consecration Sunday to celebrate results of the campaign and THANK everyone who
made a financial commitment for 2021
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1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

Key players, voices of faithful giving

2

PLANNING

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

➢ Identify and invite a member of the congregation to give a testimonial – a quick word on
why they support your congregation.
➢ If you are running weekly stewardship meetings, invite a diverse group of speakers:
vestry, youth, choir or music, clergy, outreach, other ministry areas.
➢ Ask a member to moderate the conversation on Zoom so that the leader does not also
have to monitor the Q&A. Ask people to mute themselves and use the chat function to
ask questions, or to raise their hands and be called on to contribute to the conversation.
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Goals: Transparency > Trust
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

2

PLANNING

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

• Set – Don’t give up before you begin.
• Announce – Don’t hide goals under a bushel.
• Pursue – Don’t give up until you reach it.

# OF
PLEDGES

% OF
HOUSEHOLDS

AVERAGE
PLEDGE – AND
BEYOND

PLEDGES AS %
OF REVENUE
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Establish a Year-Round Timeline
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

2020 Q4

2

PLANNING

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

OCT
•
•
•
•
•

2021 Q1

•
•

2021 Q2

NOV
•
•
•
•

Testimonials
Virtual Events
Commitment
Follow up

JAN

•

ThankFEB
you

Thank you
Lessons learned

•
•

Annual Meeting
Next vision

Announce
Eblasts
Letters
Video
Homily

APR

MAY

DEC
•
•
•

Report results
Celebrate!
Thank you

MAR

•
•

Discernment
Budgeting

JUN

Name team / Prioritize / Set Goals / Write plan / Communicate and Educate
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Planning
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

2

PLANNING

MONTH

1

2

3

• Prepare campaign materials that speak to the goals and the
uniqueness of your parish

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

• Announce the approaching campaign to the congregation and
broader church membership
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Campaigns Materials
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

2

PLANNING

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

Reflections for
Bulletin

Liturgy – Homilies &
Announcements

Testimonials

Request Letter

Case for Support

Wow! Cards

Pledge “Card”

“LYBUNT” Letter

Thank You Letters
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1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

Campaign Materials

2

3

4

PLANNING

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

➢ Use the Sunday bulletin insert to generate a Bible study on generosity.

➢ The case for giving: This could be a one-page document with pictures highlighting some
of the ministry areas of your congregation. If there is a specific goal or ministry
milestone that you are working toward, this is the time to talk about it.
➢ Budget for 2021: Some congregations present their anticipated budget in narrative form,
aggregating expenses in key ministry areas. This is a mission-forward way to show how
the budget is raised and spent.
➢ Pledge cards: Don’t forget to include either a physical one or a link to your online giving
web page or app.
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Sample Brochures
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Sample Placemat Brochures
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Sample Tri-Fold Brochures
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Tips for Writing Stewardship Letters
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

1. Always write from the perspective of our need to give and not the needs of the parish.

2. Highlight the benefits of giving and the end result: how will my giving impact the lives of
others?

2

PLANNING

3. Ask for the gift or the pledge three times in the letter copy.
4. Use short words and simple sentences.
5. Use underlining and "bold" print when needed but keep it to key elements of the letter.

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

6. Don’t bury the lead! Don’t make folks read the whole letter to find out why you are
writing.
7. No copy is too long but it can be very boring. Despite what a stewardship committee
may think, longer is better if you really have something to say.

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

8. If you have enclosures be certain to mention them in the letter.
9. One person should write everything. A letter is personal. A committee letter always
reads like a committee letter.
Source: TENS: Suggestions for Writing Stewardship Letters
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Pledge “Card”
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

2

PLANNING

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

PRACTICAL

Annual amount
$_______

“I intend to give: weekly
/ monthly / quarterly /
full amount yearly”

“By: Automatic Bank
Transfer / Credit-Debit
Card / Check by Mail /
Offering Plate”

BEYOND PLEDGE
“I am interested in serving on the congregation’s…”

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

“I am interested in making a separate gift to a specific project…”
“I am interested in receiving information about planned giving…”
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Fill Out Your Step Chart

_______ $200.00 and more per week
_______ $150.00 to $199.00 per week

A Revealing Breakdown of our
Congregation’s Giving Patterns

_______ $100.00 to $149.00 per week

_______ $75.00 to $99.00 per week

(Find out Where You Are on this
chart of Weekly Giving)

_______ $50.00 to $74.99 per week
_______ $40.00 to 49.99 per week
_______ $30.00 to $39.99 per week
_______ $20.00 to $29.99 per week

_______ $10.00 to $19.99 per week
_______ $5.00 to $9.99 per week

_______$1.00 to $4.99 per week
_______ $0.00 per week
Will You Grow One Step This Year???
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Planning
1

DEFINING
YOUR GOALS

2

PLANNING

MONTH

1

2

3

• Produce campaign materials – electronic and hard copy (if
appropriate)

3

DELIVERING
THE PLAN

4

REPORTING
THE RESULTS

• Make sure all volunteers are in place and understand their roles
and responsibilities
• Callers
• Event Hosts
• Event Organizers
• Letter Stuffers
• Testimonials
• Ambassadors
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Stewardship Sunday – October 18, 2020
Gospel Reading: Matthew 22: 15-22
‘Give therefore to the emperor the things that are the emperor’s, and to God the things that are God’s.’
Bishop Stokes has suggested each congregation consider making October 18th a day for preaching on
Stewardship. In the Gospel reading for October 18, Jesus affirms the all-encompassing reach of God's
ownership. Everything we are and everything we have belongs to God. We are stewards of these gifts
God has given to us, which include the gifts of our time, talents and treasure.
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Other Considerations
Clergy involvement can have
tremendous impact!

Hold a Ministry Fair and encourage
commitments of time and talent

Take advantage of your electronic
giving program to gather
commitments

Ask for year-end special gifts –
remember the CARES Act offers an
extra gift deduction for 2020
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Immediate
Priorities

1.

Define the goals of this year’s stewardship campaign

2.

Decide on a schedule for planning activity this summer

3.

Begin recruiting volunteers to assist with the Stewardship drive

4.

Complete/refresh cash flow analysis and modify impact
statement

5.

Continue presenting needs to members online and over the
phone
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BREAKOUT DISCUSSIONS
Where are you in planning your Fall Stewardship campaign?
Do you plan on conducting a virtual campaign?
What challenges are you anticipating? What resources do you need?
ccsfundraising.com
ednj@ccsfundraising.com

